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Abstract—Rigorous electrostatic modeling of the specimen-
electrode environment is required to better understand the fun-
damental processes of atom probe tomography (APT) and guide
the analysis of APT data. We have developed a simulation tool
that self-consistently solves the nonlinear electrostatic Poisson
equation along with the mobile charge carrier concentrations
and provides a detailed picture of the electrostatic environment of
APT specimen tips. We consider cases of metals, semiconductors,
and dielectrics. Traditionally in APT, and regardless of specimen
composition, the apex electric field Eapex has been approximated
by the relation Eapex = SV/(kr), which was originally derived
for sharp, metallic conductors; we refer to this equation as the
“k-factor approximation”. Here, SV is tip-electrode bias, r is the
radius of curvature of the tip apex, and k is a dimensionless fitting
parameter with 1.5 < k < 8.5. As expected, our Poisson solver
agrees well with the k-factor approximation for metal tips; it
also agrees remarkably well for semiconductor tips—regardless
of the semiconductor doping level. We ascribe this finding to
the fact that even if a semiconductor tip is fully depleted of
majority carriers under the typical SV conditions used in APT,
an inversion layer will appear at the apex surface. The inversion
forms a thin, conducting layer that screens the interior of the
tip —thus mimicking metallic behavior at the apex surface. By
contrast, we find that the k-factor approximation applied to a
purely dielectric tip results in k values far greater than the typical
range for metallic tips. We put our numerical results into further
context with a brief discussion of our own, separate, experimental
work and the results of other publications.

Index Terms—atom probe tomography, semiconductor, APT,
nanoscale characterization, electrostatics, simulation

I. INTRODUCTION

Laser-assisted atom probe tomography (APT) provides sub-
nm atomic mapping of solid materials with quantitative sensi-
tivity approaching the ppm level and is widely used to analyze
the structure of materials. In APT, the specimen is biased with
voltage just below the threshold for field emission of ions,

while a low-power laser imparts a small thermal impulse to
trigger the field evaporation process. Ion impacts are recorded
on a position sensitive detector and their originating positions
within the specimen can be determined, or “reconstructed”, by
a sequential, back-projection algorithm. A sharp, needle-like
specimen is required for APT and is usually prepared in the
shape of sharp spherical cap joined by a truncated cone for
maximizing the electric field magnitude at the apex surface.
The typical radius of curvature of the specimen apex can
range from e.g. 10 nm to 70 nm [1]–[4]. Using a low-power
pulsed focused laser typically with 355 nm wavelength and
2 µm beam diameter, a small thermal transient is imparted,
thus triggering field emission of an ion [5]–[8]. The rate of
atom evaporation R can be calculated using Arrhenius-type
equation:

R = Ae
−Eact

kb(T+δT ) (1)

where kb is Boltzmann’s constant, T is the specimen tem-
perature and δT denotes the small thermal transient imparted
by the pulsed laser. The activation energy Eact is the energy
required for an ionized atom to escape from the specimen,
which strongly depends on the surface electric field experi-
enced by the atom [9]. In addition, the applied standing voltage
SV influences the time-of-flight of field-evaporated atoms.
Therefore, calculating the surface electric field accurately is
critical to reconstructing the sample shape.

A simple analytical method was originally developed for
sharp metallic conductors in the 1970s for estimating the
peak electric field at the tip of a field emitter [10]. This has
subsequently been applied to many types of APT specimens,
not only metallic conducting specimens [11]–[13]. Using the
voltage between the tip and electrode, defined as standing
voltage SV , and the radius of the assumed semi-hemispherical



apex R, the electric field at the apex can be estimated using
the following equation:

Eapex =
SV

kR
(2)

where k is a dimensionless fitting parameter that depends
on the geometry of the specimen and the environment [14].
For metallic specimens composed of a spherical cap atop a
truncated cone, k has a range of 1.5 to 8.5 [10], [15], [16]. In
this paper, we will explore whether this model is appropriate
for doped semiconductor and dielectric specimen tips, using
the geometry of spherical-cap, truncated-cone tips and conical-
shaped local electrodes in our model and simulating the
electrostatics within the APT environment. N-doped Gallium
Nitride (GaN ) is chosen as the semiconductor specimen,
while amorphous silicon dioxide (SiO2) is selected as the di-
electric specimen. For purposes of our simulations, we assume
a conical APT specimen tip is bonded to a degenerately doped
Si post, which has a conical taper that matches the tip. This
is illustrated in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Model of simplified APT environment for simulation.

II. THEORY

To calculate the electrostatic potential in the APT envi-
ronment, a self-consistent version of Poisson’s equation for
electrostatics is solved numerically. Poisson’s equation in
electrostatics relates the electrostatic potential φ to the charge
densityρ, as seen in equation 3:

∇2φ = −ρ
ε

(3)

where ε denotes the electric permittivity of the medium.
For a semiconductor specimen, the charge density can be
found using the net charge density equation; assuming total
ionization of the n-type and p-type dopant concentrations ND
and NA, this is:

ρ = e(ND −NA + p− n) (4)

Here n and p represent the electron and hole concentrations
respectively. These carrier concentrations are calculated using

the Fermi-Dirac integral containing the densities of states
gC(E) and gV (E) and the Fermi distribution function f(E):

n =

∫ +∞

EC(φ)

f(E)gC(E)dE

=
m∗n
√
2m∗n

π2~3

∫ +∞

EC

√
E − EC(φ)

1 + e(E−Ef )/kbT
dE

(5)

p =

∫ EV (φ)

−∞
(1− f(E))gV (E)dE

=
m∗p

√
2m∗p

π2~3

∫ EV

−∞

√
EV (φ)− E

1 + e(Ef−E)/kbT
dE

(6)

EC(φ) and EV (φ) are the conduction and valence band edges
in the semiconductor, and are dependent on the electrostatic
potential φ:

EC(φ) = EC,0 − eφ (7)

EV (φ) = EV,0 − eφ (8)

where EC,0 and EV,0 refer to the conduction and valence band
edges under no applied bias. Assembling the equations above,
we can rewrite Poisson’s equation and show explicitly that
both the left-hand side and the right-hand side are dependent
upon the electrostatic potential, thus requiring a self-consistent
solution:
ε

e
(∇2 · φ) = ND −NA

+
m∗p

√
2m∗p

π2~3

∫ EV,0−eφ

−∞

√
EV (φ)− E

1 + e(Ef−E)/kbT
dE

− m∗n
√
2m∗n

π2~3

∫ +∞

EC,0−eφ

√
E − EC(φ)

1 + e(E−Ef )/kbT
dE.

(9)

The self-consistent Poisson’s equation is discretized and
solved in Matlab 1 as will be described briefly below.

III. SIMULATION MODELING

In order to create an accurate model to solve for the elec-
trostatic potential and fields in the tip-electrode environment,
a 3D cylindrically-symmetric model with the tip axis as the
left boundary is designed and discretized via meshing of the
interior regions. The model is a combination of three parts: the
specimen tip, local electrode, and the essential boundaries.

A. Tip Modeling

The half-specimen tip is modeled as a quarter circle with
one end expanding at a given angle. Fig. 2 shows the modeled
specimen half-tip of 0.02 µm radius and 5◦ half-expansion
angle. The enclosed area is assigned the material properties of
the specimen (n-doped GaN or SiO2). For n-doped GaN at
temperature T = 50 K, we used a bandgap energy of 3.437eV
and a relative dielectric constant of εGaN = 8.9 [17], [18].
For SiO2 at the same temperature, we assumed zero fixed
and mobile charge, and used a relative dielectric constant of
εSiO2

= 3.78 [19].

1Any mention of commercial products is for information only; it does not
imply recommendation or endorsement by NIST.



Fig. 2. Specimen half-tip in tip-electrode environment.

B. Local Electrode (LE)

The local electrode creates the highly localized electric
field necessary for field evaporation. The ion passes through
the hollow conical local electrode (LE) on its way to the
detector. Referring to Fig. 1, the tip and LE are rotationally
symmetric around a common z-axis. Our representative LE
dimensions are adapted from Bajikar et al. [20]. The LE is
modeled as a truncated cone with an open aperture radius of
d = 20 µm facing the specimen tip. The tip-electrode sepa-
ration g = 40 µm. The electrode wall thickness te = 6 µm,
but choosing te = 2µm as mentioned in Bajikar et al. does
not substantially change the computed results. The radius of
curvature of the electrode edge facing the specimen tip is te/2.
The LE is modeled as part of the top Dirichlet boundary (a
boundary which is held at a constant electrostatic potential
along its entire spatial extent) and given a potential equal to
SV .

C. Boundaries

Apart from the top Dirichlet boundary including the local
electrode mentioned above, another Dirichlet boundary is
formed at the bottom of the simulated region, which represents
the Si post directly connected to the specimen tip. The Si
post is degenerately doped and assumed to be grounded. The
two Dirichlet boundaries are used as the biasing contacts. Fig.
3 shows a cross-sectional model of the APT. Von Neumann
boundaries (a boundary on which the normal component of
the electric field is forced to be zero) are placed on the left
and right side of the model to enclose the modelled region.
The left von Neumann boundary represents the cylindrical axis
of symmetry. In this model, the area enclosed by the outer
simulation boundaries and the outer edge of the specimen tip
is vacuum. We neglect the residual ions in the vacuum, which
do not significantly influence the experimental results for the
measurements being modeled here.

D. Model Meshing

Discretizing Poisson’s equation requires a mesh covering the
simulated regions. To create the mesh, we used the ‘Triangle’

Fig. 3. Cross-sectional View of tip-electrode environment. The pink lines
represent the top Dirichlet boundary, including the local electrode. The green
lines represent the bottom Dirichlet boundary, including the Si post. The blue
line represents a von Neumann boundary.

program developed by Shewchuk for Delaunay triangular
mesh generation [21], [22]. Shown below are four figures
showing the original model and the meshed results: The

Fig. 4. Figures showing meshed results after executing Triangle program.
Fig. (a) is the model before meshing; Fig. (b) shows the model after meshing;
Fig. (c) displays all the nodes/vertices; Fig. (d) displays the nodes under the
boundary edges.

half tip-electrode model regions are subdivided into meshing
triangles, seen in Fig.4. Regions in which the electrostatic
potential is expected to vary rapidly are set to have greater
mesh refinement, and the overall refinement is increased until
the results converge. Poisson’s equation is discretized on
this mesh using the finite volume method [23]. An in-house
Poisson’s solver has been developed, which uses the Newton-
Raphson method to update the electrostatic potential on each
mesh node, and iterate until the solution error falls below
a designated threshold [24]. Once the electrostatic potential
at each node is obtained, the electric field can be calculated
by using the finite difference approximation to estimate the
gradient of the electrostatic potential.



IV. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

A. Semiconductor Specimens

High SVs are one of the conditions to trigger field evap-
oration of atoms given the radii of the specimen tips that
are able to be easily fabricated by focused ion beam milling.
The first example presented is an unintentionally n-doped
semiconductor GaN tip specimen with an apex radius of
20 nm at SV = 2 kV applied between the two biasing
contacts. The electron concentration for an unintentionally-
doped GaN is 1e16 cm−3 [25]. A 2 kV SV is a typical onset
voltage of field evaporation for GaN tip of this radius, making
it a representative case to model. A contour plot showing the
electrostatic potential levels in the area surrounding the tip
is shown in fig.5. As expected, the contour lines are denser

Fig. 5. Contour plot of electrostatic potential levels surrounding the tip area.
(GaN , T = 50 K, r = 20 nm, ND = 1e16 cm−3, SV = 2 kV )

near the tip apex, showing that the electrostatic potential varies
most rapidly in this region. The electric field along the tip axis
(r = 0 µm) is calculated and plotted, as shown in Fig. 6. A

Fig. 6. Electric field on the Tip Axis. (GaN , T = 50 K, r = 20 nm,
ND = 1e16 cm−3, SV = 2 kV )

sharp peak of electric field magnitude of 21 V/nm can be
observed at the tip apex(z = 202 µm).

This simulation was repeated for a range of specimen tips.
Another simulation is shown below for GaN tip with an

apex radius of 200 nm with the other simulation parameters
unchanged. The contour plot shown in Fig. 7 again shows

Fig. 7. Contour plot of electrostatic potential levels surrounding the tip area.
(GaN , T = 50 K, r = 200 nm, ND = 1e16 cm−3, SV = 2 kV )

a rapidly changing electrostatic potential near the tip apex.
Compared to the previous example, the rate of change in
electrostatic potential is less in the same region due to the
larger radius tip, but the position where the peak of electric
field along the tip axis occurs remains unchanged. As shown
in Fig.8, the peak electric field occurs at z = 202 µm with a
magnitude of 3 V/nm. The 2 kV bias case is chosen only to

Fig. 8. Electric field on the Tip Axis. (GaN , T = 50 K, r = 200 nm,
ND = 1e16 cm−3, SV = 2 kV )

compare the result with the prior example, which illustrated
a tip with a much smaller apex radius. For this 200 nm
apex radius case, a surface field of 3 V/nm would not likely
yield ionic field emission. Indeed, as shown in Ref. [26], GaN
specimen tips with apex radii of roughly 100 nm are usually
run with SV in the range of 8 kV to 10 kV ; this hypothetical
example with an apex radius of 200nm would require an even
higher SV .

Applying the k factor approximation model described in
the Introduction, we can calculate the k parameter by using
the apex electric field, SV and tip radius. We have simulated
multiple SV cases ranging from 2 kV to 10 kV and calculated



the resulting apex electric field and k factor. Fig. 9 shows the
distribution of k factor for both example cases. Surprisingly,

Fig. 9. k factor for both example cases. (GaN , T = 50 K, ND =
1e16 cm−3, SV = 2− 10 kV )

k factor for both GaN tips is within the typical range for
metal tips, 1.5 − 8.5. Both GaN tips seem to have ’metal-
like’ behavior in the APT environment as demonstrated by
conformance to the Birdseye approximation for metals.

To better understand the metal-like behavior of the GaN
specimens, a study of the charge density distribution within
the tip was performed. As the fixed charge density (ionized
dopants) only depends on doping concentration within the
semiconductor tip, a plot of mobile charge density distribution
is most instructive. Fig. 10 shows a scatter plot of mobile
charge density within the tip of the first example case. The ma-

Fig. 10. Scatter plot mobile charge density within the specimen tip. (GaN ,
T = 50 K, r = 20 nm, ND = 1e16 cm−3, SV = 2 kV )

jority carriers (electrons) within the n-doped tip, represented
in purple, have been entirely depleted due to the applied SV .
An inversion layer of positive charge carriers (holes) appears
at the apex surface and the nearby outer edge. The charge
inversion forms a thin, p-type conducting layer that screens
the interior of the tip, thus mimicking metallic behavior at the
specimen surface.

In addition, a series of figures showing the depletion of
majority carriers and formation of an inversion layer are

presented in Fig. 11, where SV ranges from 20 V to 40 V .
The inversion layer occurs at the tip apex even at SV = 20 V ,

Fig. 11. Scatter plots mobile charge density at low SV s. (GaN , T = 50 K,
r = 20 nm, ND = 1e16 cm−3, SV = (a) 20 V ; (b)25 V ; (c)30 V ; (d)
40 V )

where a large portion of majority carriers have already been
depleted. As SV increases, a second inversion layer appears.
For SV = 40 V , majority carriers are nearly depleted and the
inversion region increases.

B. Sensitivity of Results to Model Parameters

The apex electric field Eapex depends upon variations
in tip and electrode geometry as well as specimen doping
concentration. As mentioned in the previous section, varying
the LE wall thickness te (from 2 µm to 6 µm) has negligible
effect on the apex field. However, a 10-fold increase in apex
radius r of the specimen tip (from 20 nm to 200 nm) results
in a reduction in Eapex by 7 times (from ∼ 21 V/nm to
∼ 3 V/nm). Further simulations have shown that reducing the
vertical length of Si-post by half (from 200 µm to 100 µm)
results in a 5.8% reduction in Eapex (from 21.13 V/nm
to 19.89 V/nm). In addition, a 5-degree decrease in half-
tilted angle αe of the LE (from 45◦ to 40◦) results in 2%
drop in Eapex (from 21.13 V/nm to 20.71 V/nm). An
increase in n-type doping concentration ND by a factor of
100 (from 1e16 cm−3 to 1e18 cm−3) raises Eapex by 17%
(from 21.13 V/nm to 24.75 V/nm).

C. Dielectrics

While the apex regions of semiconductor specimen tips
exhibit metal-like behavior and and may be adequately repre-
sented using the k factor approximation, insulating dielectric
specimens produce k factors which fall far outside the normal
range for metallic samples. Shown below is an on-axis electric
field plot with amorphous silicon dioxide SiO2 as the tip
specimen. Except for the material composition and dielectric
constant of the tip, all other simulation parameters are the same
as for the first example case above. Compared to the on-axis
electric field of the GaN tip in Fig. 6, several differences can
be observed between these cases. First, the maximum electric
field strength in the amorphous SiO2 tip case occurs at the



Fig. 12. Electric field on the Tip Axis. (SiO2, T = 50 K, r = 20 nm,
SV = 2 kV )

base of the tip, while that in the GaN tip occurs at the apex of
the tip. Second, although a spike in electric field can be seen
at the SiO2 tip apex, the magnitude of this spike is small
compared to the magnitude of the peak which occurs at the
base. Overall, the magnitude of electric field at the apex tip in
the amorphous SiO2 case is significantly smaller than that in
the GaN case. The effective k factor in the amorphous SiO2

case is much larger than for GaN , and the resulting k value
is far outside of the typical range for metallic tips. It may
be more appropriate to use the parameters of the conducting
silicon post in the k-factor approximation in this case, as the
peak field occurs at the base of the dielectric and the apex of
the Si post.

The SV = 2 kV case just discussed should roughly
conform to a bias regime whereby the induced electric field
strength within the amorphous SiO2 tip is near or below the
dielectric breakdown for fused silica [27]. In practice, however,
we find that SiO2 tips of similar apex configuration tend to
run in APT with SV in the range of 5 kV to 7 kV . Moreover,
such APT runs will often display artifacts, which appear to be
correlated with photoconductive, electrostatic, and/or transient
dielectric conductivity [28]. Clearly, establishing a reliable and
rigorous microscopic theory of APT for dielectric specimens is
a challenging undertaking, but attempts to attack the problem
(at least for dielectric MgO) have been presented [29].

V. CONCLUSION

We have conducted comparative simulation studies on
doped semiconductor specimens of various tip radii, as well
as dielectric specimens, in the APT environment. We found
that uniform semiconductor APT tips have apex electrostatic
behavior similar to that of metallic tips, regardless of tip
radius, and the k factor apex field approximation developed for
metallic tips is also appropriate for semiconductor GaN tips.
The charged inversion layer induced by high fields at the outer
edge of the tip and apex surface is responsible for effective
metallic behavior of semiconductor atom probe tips. On the
other hand, due to its inability to form an inversion layer of
charges, the k factor for insulating dielectric specimens falls

far outside the range used for metallic tips. We calculated
a weak electric field strength at the tip apex compared to
the base of the tip in dielectric specimens. Future studies
will investigate the behavior of multi-layer structures such
as metal/semiconductor/dielectric specimens, which require
careful electrostatic simulation of the type developed in this
paper.
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